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Abstract

Pain-related fear (PRF) can be a significant factor contributing to the development and maintenance of pain-related disability in individuals with persistent pain. One treatment approach to target PRF and related avoidance behavior is exposure in vivo (EXP). EXP has a long history in the field of anxiety, a field that is constantly evolving. This Perspective outlines recent theoretical advancements and how they apply to EXP for PRF, including suggestions for how to optimize inhibitory learning during EXP; reviews mechanistic work from neuroimaging supporting the targeting of PRF in people with chronic pain; and focuses on clinical applications of EXP for PRF, as EXP is moving into new directions regarding who is receiving EXP (eg, EXP in chronic secondary pain) and how treatment is provided (EXP in primary care with a crucial role for physical therapists). Considerations are provided regarding challenges, remaining questions, and promising future perspectives.

Impact. For patients with chronic pain who have elevated pain-related fear (PRF), exposure is the treatment of choice. This Perspective highlights the inhibitory learning approach, summarizes mechanistic work from experimental psychology and neuroimaging regarding PRF in chronic pain, and describes possible clinical applications of EXP in chronic secondary pain as well as in primary care.
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Introduction

Pain is inherently an emotional experience. Persistent pain can be distinguished in chronic primary pain (ie, pain persisting for more than 3 months, associated with significant emotional distress and/or functional disability, and not better accounted for by another condition) and chronic secondary pain (ie, pain that may, at least initially, be conceived as a symptom secondary to an underlying disease). Regardless of type of pain, a subset of individuals with chronic pain present with elevated levels of pain-related fear (PRF). There is a solid scientific base, supported by clinical experience, showing that PRF is an important factor in developing and maintaining disability. In fact, PRF contributes more to pain-related disability than pain intensity does and hence should be an important therapeutic target. The fear avoidance model explains how patients with PRF may become trapped in a vicious circle of pain, worrying, fear, and avoidance behavior. A treatment approach with a long history in a variety of anxiety-related problems is exposure in vivo (EXP). This approach, originally referred to as graded exposure, was adapted to target avoidance behavior in patients with PRF. Single-case experimental designs showed reductions in fear and disability in chronic low back pain, work-related upper extremity pain, and whiplash-associated disorders. Its effectiveness has further been supported by randomized controlled trials and extended to other diagnoses, such as complex regional pain syndrome type-I. EXP is also suitable for youth with PRF and their parents and is cost-effective compared with usual care.

Since the early work in the late 1990s to early 2000s, there have been major advances in our understanding and applications of EXP. For instance, we have moved towards an inhibitory learning approach rather than a graded exposure approach. EXP is now applied more widely in a variety of clinical settings and other pain types. In addition, there has been more mechanistic work (eg, experimental psychology, neuroimaging) regarding (targeting of) fears in chronic pain. Here, we provide an overview of recent advances in theoretical understanding, research, and clinical applications of EXP. We focus on PRF and EXP for movements and activities (although many aspects may apply to EXP for pain sensations or other pain-related cues as well). These findings are relevant for clinicians, specifically those (interested in) working on improving functioning (ie, centered around movements and activities) in individuals with chronic pain.

An Inhibitory Learning Approach to Target Fears

Historically, the emotional processing theory provided the theoretical base for EXP, stating that confrontation with a feared stimulus (conditioned stimulus [CS]; eg, movements, activities, or sensations) activates memories (unconditioned stimulus [US] representations; eg, harm or inability) and physiological reactions (conditioned responses [CRs]; eg, fear). Repeated confrontation with a feared stimulus was thought to result in a decrease of the CR through habituation, the long- presumed underlying mechanism of EXP. Consistent with this theory, former protocols of EXP for PRF aimed to reduce disability through the reduction of PRF in a gradual manner.

In the last 2 decades, insights from the field of anxiety-related disorders brought major advances in understanding how EXP works and how it should be optimized. It became clear that fear reduction during EXP is not a reliable indicator of learning, and hence focusing on decreasing fear levels is no longer recommended. Instead, EXP is currently regarded as a method to dispute negative, fearful expectancies by establishing disconfirmation (mismatch) between the expectancy and the actual experience (ie, expectancy violation), thereby decreasing learned responses such as avoidance behavior.

The process of learning these new associations (ie, CSs that are not followed by US; resulting in new CS-non-US [CS-noUS] associations) is called inhibitory learning. Specifically, this inhibitory learning mechanism may be hampered in anxious patients, which may explain why some patients do not respond well to EXP. In patients with chronic pain, there is also support for alterations in classical conditioning (ie, associative learning) similar to those seen in anxiety-related disorders, including impaired safety learning and excessive generalization of fear. Such alterations may not only contribute to acquisition and generalization of PRF but reversely, elevated levels of PRF may also subsequently hamper extinction learning.

To compensate for potential learning deficits and to neutralize return of fear after EXP, suggestions to optimize inhibitory learning have been proposed. These suggestions are also relevant to the area of PRF, and most can be easily integrated into treatment. We will provide some recommendations on how to provide EXP for PRF according to these new insights from the general field of anxiety disorders. A critical note here is that the number of studies in PRF evaluating providing EXP after inhibitory learning is still scarce. First, there is evidence that the more pronounced the mismatch between expectancy and actual outcome, the stronger the inhibitory learning of the CS-noUS association is, varying levels of fear during extinction learning predict lower fear at retest, and arousal enhances the storage of memory. Therefore, strictly following a fear hierarchy (ie, “graded” exposure) is suboptimal, and behavioral experiments (ie, testing the validity of negative and alternative thoughts for movements/activities in real-life situations) should be as “extreme” as possible (yet feasible) to maximize the mismatch. Second, because the expectancy-outcome mismatch is crucial for learning CS-noUS associations, techniques that potentially decrease the “surprise value” of the mismatch should be avoided. Therefore, we abandoned the formulation of alternative thoughts or modeling the activity by the therapist. All preexposure attempts to make the CS less aversive before the actual exposure should be refrained from. Third, retrieval cues (eg, a picture taken during a successful EXP session) or the instruction to mentally reinstate the exposure context in case of return of fear facilitates extinction learning, as does performing EXP in multiple contexts, and with a variety of fear levels (instead of following a fear hierarchy) and durations. Fourth, the associative inhibitory processes are strengthened by affect labeling (ie, verbalizing the current emotional experience). In spider phobia, greater use of anxiety and fear words was associated with greater reductions in fear responding. During the behavioral experiments, patients should explicitly reflect on their emotional state while performing activities, which is thought to help regulate emotions. Fifth, advising patients to focus on the nonoccurrence of the expected outcome is another relevant suggestion that will facilitate CS-noUS learning. Any distraction, for example by “small talk” with the therapist, is counterproductive for CS-noUS learning and should be refrained from. During the experiment, the therapist may ask questions...
to help the patient to focus on this non-occurrence of the US. After each behavioral experiment, the patient should reflect on the non-occurrence of the US, because rehearsal of the CS-noUS association enhances storage of memory. Lastly, the therapist should be aware of safety behaviors, also referred to as contextual avoidance behavior, which are defined as actions performed to prevent, escape, or minimize feared catastrophes and/or associated distress. During EXP for PRF, complete avoidance of movements and activities is omitted, but patients might still use overt and covert strategies “to keep themselves safe” and/or control experienced fear during confrontation with CSs (eg, tense muscles in the back, wear a corset under their clothes, or taking extra rest or medication prior to EXP). Instead of experiencing non-contingency between the activity and the feared outcome (eg, the US does not occur when confronted with the CS), the non-contingency may be attributed to the safety behavior (eg, “Because I tensed the muscles in my back, I was able to lift a heavy weight” instead of “Nothing bad happens to my back when I lift a heavy weight”). Also, a patient may use relaxation techniques or mental distraction, hindering full contact with the occurring natural contingencies (CS-noUS). Safety behavior may be allowed in case the patient is not willing to engage in EXP otherwise but is best to be omitted as soon as the patient has encountered enough encouraging experiences to raise curiosity about what would happen without dependence on safety behaviors.

**Insights From Neuroimaging on (Chronic) Pain and Its Modulation**

The brain is undoubtedly the most crucial organ when it comes to pain because pain is inherently an output of the brain, and our brain is ultimately responsible for learning the (often implicit) associations discussed above (eg, CS-US and CS-noUS). A broad understanding of how the brain is involved in pain is at the foundation of pain neuroscience education that is widely available, sometimes as a therapeutic (or preventive) approach on its own. At its core, pain neuroscience education aims at reconceptualizing pain from being a marker of tissue damage to a marker for a perceived need to protect our body. A basic understanding of evidence from neuroimaging research will contribute to a better comprehension of mechanisms underlying EXP. In addition, it could yield a powerful tool because it can be incorporated into clinical practice, providing a language to illustrate and justify the biopsychosocial approach to chronic pain rehabilitation.

Whether pain is perceived as a threat is subject to many factors and hence highly malleable. Pain processing is carried out in a widely distributed network of brain regions. (Note that we refer to pain processing for simplicity, although this does not imply that all nociceptive signaling leads to pain, nor that nociceptive signaling is required for a pain experience.) Crucially, though, the flow of information across networks is bidirectional, meaning that different regions can impact one another and can even modulate signaling at the level of the spinal cord via a descending pathway that either facilitates or inhibits experienced pain. Such crosstalk is crucial in establishing placebo/nocebo, the “pain inhibits pain” phenomenon, in pharmacological pain control (eg, through opioid signaling) but also in modulating pain experiences by expectations, mood, fears, worries, prior experiences, and appraisals. One recent study showed that pain can be modulated (exacerbated) by negative emotions, but that the extent is highly variable across individuals and that connectivity between the amygdala (core threat center) and sensorimotor regions predicted this pain-facilitatory effect. Similarly, studies showed that pain experience is exacerbated by (anticipatory) anxiety through hippocampal mechanisms. Such emotional modulation of pain is thought to facilitate subsequent learning. In particular, when a stimulus is perceived as a threat while we are stressed, encoding and consolidation of information about that threat is prioritized, facilitating learning of threat-related information (eg, acquisition of PRF) at the cost of other functions (eg, memory updating, goal-directed behavior).

When pain persists, it loses its alarming function and the behaviors it motivates may become maladaptive, as outlined in the fear avoidance model. The crucial role of cognitive and affective factors in persistent pain is supported by a shift in brain regions that code for pain, shifting from being more sensory dominated in the sub-acute stages to more affective/motivational in the chronic stages. In addition, corticolimbic circuitry are crucially involved in the chronification of pain, with a key role for the nucleus accumbens (reward/motivation center) and its communication with the prefrontal cortex (i.e., regulating of emotions, including inhibitory learning). The amygdala plays a central role in threat processing and regulation, and amygdala connectivity has been found to be altered in chronic pain and normalized after successful pain rehabilitation. The amygdala is also important for learning to distinguish between threat and safety cues and for the subsequent extinction through inhibitory learning via connectivity with the prefrontal cortex. In individuals with chronic pain, there are alterations in threat-safety discrimination learning, including more resistance to extinction learning (the experimental analogue of EXP). In one study, altered threat-safety learning was found to be underlaid by aberrant amygdala activation but was only present in individuals with elevated pain-related worries. Thus, corticolimbic circuitry seems to play a crucial role in persistence of pain, with important interactions with PRF and altered threat learning, potentially extending towards inhibitory learning.

Just as brain circuitry shifts during chronification of pain, several studies have demonstrated brain plasticity following successful pain rehabilitation. For instance, youth showed connectivity changes in fear circuitry following intensive interdisciplinary pain rehabilitation, which were correlated with improvements in PRF. Only a few studies examined neural correlates of EXP specifically. In individuals with posttraumatic stress symptoms, functional connectivity of the amygdala and hippocampus was enhanced after EXP. In chronic pain, we demonstrated that neural responses to fear-evoking visual stimuli in several regions (including hippocampus and prefrontal cortex) were altered following EXP in a way that was related to reductions in PRF. More recently, we showed brain plasticity in the functional connectivity of subcortical nuclei amygdala and hippocampus during rest following EXP. Interestingly, it seems that pretreatment brain patterns could potentially predict which individuals will benefit from treatment, offering a promising outlook on a role for brain imaging in prognostics. Yet, more work is needed in this realm. For instance, many studies have not included a control treatment, precluding any inferences on whether changes in neural circuitry are specific for the treatment at hand or...
whether they reflect more general treatment (or time) effects. In addition, it is challenging to perform neuroimaging research in clinical settings with clinical populations, especially with individuals who are in pain and hence may be particularly uncomfortable lying still in a scanner for prolonged time. For that reason, sample sizes may be limited and interventions may be offered within research settings instead of within care settings by experienced clinicians, limiting its generalizability and potential clinical application. In addition, it would be quite relevant to examine whether brain plasticity changes following EXP are similar for individuals with chronic secondary pain and for different care settings (eg, EXP in primary care).

Clinical Applications of EXP in Chronic Pain Rehabilitation

EXP for PRF is commonly applied as (part of) an interdisciplinary rehabilitation program for individuals with chronic primary musculoskeletal pain carried out in tertiary care. More recently, advances have been made in the application of EXP to chronic secondary pain and in primary care, which we will discuss below after presenting an overview of our current methods of patient selection, identification of treatment goals, and therapy approach.

Patients only enter treatment after an extensive assessment, starting with a consultation by a physiatrist, including medical history, current pain-related complaints, disabilities, and medication used followed by a physical examination to rule out red flags and evaluate the physical capacity to perform daily-life activities. When patients are receptive to focus on improving functioning despite pain, an interdisciplinary team screening starts. During this screening, the occupational therapist identifies motivation and treatment goals, the physical therapist observes various activities to identify behavioral responses indicative of fear and avoidance, and the psychologist determines whether PRF significantly contributes to the experienced disability. EXP only starts after the interdisciplinary team agrees that PRF is an important maintaining factor and the patient agrees with the proposed treatment after education by both physiatrist (ie, on achievable level of functioning based on biomedical status) and the psychologist (ie, on treatment rationale of EXP, including the fear-avoidance model). Therapists usually work in a duo: the psychologist together with the physical therapist or occupational therapist. Individualized treatment goals are approached with attention to the patient’s system (eg, partners or parents).

EXP in the Treatment of Chronic Secondary Pain

In contrast to chronic primary pain, chronic secondary pain is considered a symptom of an underlying medical disease. Examples include chronic secondary musculoskeletal pain, defined as pain that occurs as part of a disease directly affecting bone, joint, muscle, or other soft tissue, such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) or osteoarthritis. Another example is chronic neuropathic pain caused by a lesion or a disease of the somatosensory nervous system that can be originated peripherally (eg, painful diabetic neuropathy, small fiber neuropathy) or centrally (eg, chronic central neuropathic pain associated with spinal cord injury). In addition to the more obvious nociceptive pain signaling pathways, it has been shown that PRF often concurrently contributes to the pain experience and pain-related disability in these chronic secondary pain conditions as well and hence could be targeted using EXP. Nevertheless, compared with EXP in chronic primary pain, some important considerations have to be considered.

Because there is an underlying medical disease in chronic secondary pain, it is of utmost importance that adequate medical history-taking and physical examination are performed prior to initiating EXP treatment. Realistic and safe treatment goals need to be determined, taking into consideration restrictions due to the primary disease, comorbidity, and/or deconditioning. But first, patients need to be willing and ready to participate in a rehabilitation program that addresses PRF and daily-life pain-related behavior (eg, avoidance behavior). In clinical practice, we have experienced that patients with chronic secondary pain may simply not believe or realize that their perception and burden of the complaints can be altered. In addition, patients with secondary pain need more counseling to educate them about pain, create awareness of underlying mechanisms, and create readiness to change. It is hypothesized that in secondary pain, it is even more important and challenging to unravel whether PRF plays a role in maintenance of pain-related disability. With secondary pain, one needs to be very specific about the nature of the PRFs—because they may be less obvious and inherently entangled with the primary disease—to formalize the optimal individualized-treatment protocol. Also, if other significantly debilitating (co-)morbidities are present, targeting PRF alone may not result in a satisfactory improvement in daily-life functioning because the other medical problems are still present. Furthermore, it is essential that before EXP starts, it is clear to the patient and rehabilitation team which bodily signs may be indicative of newly induced nociception (eg, warm and swollen joints in case of an acute inflammation in RA) to prevent new harm. Also, potential risks (eg, hypoglycemia or pressure ulcer due to sensory deficits in painful diabetic neuropathy) and restrictions (eg, limited joint mobility leading to restricted movements in RA) need to be identified.

Physical deconditioning due to preexisting lower activity levels and/or long-term avoidance may have resulted in additional negative physical consequences, such as decreased muscle strength, cardiorespiratory fitness, and balance. However, the real challenge for the physiatrist and physical therapist is to disentangle whether deconditioning is caused by the consequences of the underlying disease itself or whether performance is negatively affected by PRF; in other words, whether a submaximal performance is representative for the patient’s actual physical capability or due to PRF. It is important to note that when the physiatrist or physical therapist determines there is a satisfactory physical capacity level to perform personally relevant daily-life activities (even in the presence of some deconditioning), EXP can be started immediately. In case the assessment shows decreased physical functioning that interferes with the capability of performing of daily-life activities, a specific condition-creating physical training should be provided before EXP starts.

EXP is most powerful when the discrepancy between the expectation (ie, an irrational feared consequence) and the actual experience is as large as possible. However, fears that are inherently related to a medical condition are not always irrational, and a certain level of the patient’s concern can be considered appropriate and adaptive, such as fear of falling in case of sensory deficits of the feet. EXP should be applied only when the avoidance of feared activities is irrational or disproportional (ie, when certain activities are deemed safe.
and feasible and pain during such activities does not indicate harm) and context specific, such that they can be mimicked and challenged in a therapeutic setting. Note that this pertains specifically to fears and behaviors in the context of movements and activities and not to fears about pain or other sensations. Moreover, a prerequisite for successfully diminishing PRF is that the patient learns that physical activity is not harmful. However, many catastrophic thoughts and dysfunctional beliefs about the performance of daily-life activities are based on often non-compatible or even contradicting advice a patient may have received from a variety of health care providers. Therefore, even more so than in chronic primary pain, communication and collaboration between treatment team members and other involved health care providers is crucial to create a common approach to pain management and being active despite pain.

Application of EXP in Primary Care
Recent research shows the effectiveness and feasibility of biopsychosocial primary care interventions as delivered by physical therapists. Lessons learned concern the need for appropriate training of physical therapists, adequate selection of patients, and recommendation to work within multidisciplinary primary care networks. Because physical therapists are typically trained to provide exercise training, extra education is necessary for providing EXP. Such education or training would include learning to identify fearful thoughts and avoidance behavior, to create awareness about their impact on the level of functioning, to address PRF in behavioral experiments, and to apply techniques to optimize inhibitory learning. Patients suitable for EXP in primary care should have considerable awareness about their PRF and its influence on daily-life functioning, and should be motivated to change their behavior. When PRF is excessive or other significant psychological or psychiatric comorbidity is present or in the case of relapse, the patient should be referred to tertiary care. To help identify PRF, questionnaires and/or observations may be a first step (see for examples 92–97). In addition, assessment methods are currently being developed to match care from primary to tertiary perspective. However, to optimally apply EXP in primary care, multidisciplinary primary care pain rehabilitation networks seem most appropriate. One example is the Network Pain Rehabilitation Limburg, in which general practitioners, physical therapists, and psychologists join forces with a tertiary pain expertise center. The network facilitates additional training, supervision, and collaboration to provide optimal biopsychosocial pain treatment in primary care. A physiatrist can be involved in selection of appropriate patients for primary multidisciplinary care and is available for consultation during treatment. It is hypothesized that these networks facilitating the transition from tertiary to primary multidisciplinary biopsychosocial pain rehabilitation could help to more quickly identify patients with developing PRF, which might lead to the prevention of chronication and increased pain-related disability and as such contribute to less costly interventions.

Considerations and Future Directions
In this review, we aimed to give an overview of the theoretical considerations for EXP and to bridge such reflections towards clinical applications. It should be noted though that the review is not exhaustive (for further reading, see references 29,72,73) and that there are other considerations to be taken into account, some of which will be described below.

Although the integration of inhibitory learning principles shows promise for optimizing EXP and preventing relapse after successful EXP treatment, it requires a fairly cognitive approach to EXP. Our clinical experience has taught us that not all patients are able to explicitly state their expectations, therefore limiting its use. Furthermore, previous work, including from our group, has shown that EXP can be successfully applied without this cognitive focus by emphasizing more basic principles of EXP and of conditioning in general. These previous studies did not, however, specifically address relapse after EXP for PRF.

Most of the theoretical developments come from the broader anxiety literature, and not all theoretical principles have been specifically tested for PRF. Although principles of inhibitory learning are likely transdiagnostic, this warrants some caution and more research. Additionally, it is a challenge to integrate new insights into clinical practice. For instance, even though some teams are working from an inhibitory learning perspective, others are still working from the more historical habituation premise, which may be suboptimal. Therefore, continuing education is advised to stay updated on the current state of the art. More knowledge may also help with another complicating factor: so-called therapist drift. Research in the general anxiety field shows that therapists might not opt for EXP despite being convinced of its effectiveness. Understandably, patients might be reluctant to confront their fears and might show resistance, which may cause (empathic) distress in the therapist. Our experience is that delivering EXP jointly helps to deal with these issues: psychologists have knowledge about EXP and know how to engage patients in stressful situations and deal with emotions, while physical therapists or occupational therapists bring knowledge about what to expect physically. When taken together, these expertise profiles facilitate designing and carrying out behavioral experiments that enable learning yet are within the physical capacity of the patient.

Approaches to chronic pain rehabilitation based on other principles, such as mindfulness or acceptance-commitment therapy (ACT), are rapidly growing. Because PRF almost never presents in isolation, it begs the question whether rehabilitation programs should contain elements from multiple approaches (e.g., EXP to target PRF, ACT to increase psychological flexibility and mindfulness-based stress reduction) and whether that would maximize effects. Based on inhibitory learning principles, however, some approaches may have contradictory effects. For instance, although relaxation could be an effect of mindfulness-based stress reduction, relaxation can also be conceptualized as a safety behavior when done in the context of EXP (i.e., patients may distract themselves from bodily sensations during EXP). Additionally, efforts to reduce arousal (e.g., relaxation) may result in poorer learning according to the inhibitory learning theory, because higher arousal is associated with better consolidation of the new CS-noUS memory trace. Thus, it is important to consider the theoretical principles underlying different treatment approaches as well as their rationale and timing (e.g., relaxation might hamper full exposure to CS-noUS contingencies during EXP but may be beneficial prior to sleep to boost memory consolidation). In a broad sense, several
elements from ACT are, however, already integrated into more recent theoretical models and clinical applications of EXP, especially the construct of psychological flexibility (ie, choosing values-based behavior in the presence of distressing experiences). The fear avoidance model, for instance, nowadays incorporates the idea that goal setting is important and that prioritizing valued life goals goes hand in hand with recovery (while prioritizing immediate pain control is part of the vicious cycle of avoidance and disability). This perspective may be especially relevant for chronic secondary pain, where the link between PRF, the pain experience, and disability is arguably more complex than in primary pain. Value-based actions can then form a crucial central component: activities and movement can be painful, but when they bring the patient closer to their values, they may choose to do them anyway.

Interestingly, it is not always clear what the exact CSs are. The Photograph Series of Daily Activities[^95,96,10,11] can be used as a guide, addressing various movements and activities as potential fear-provoking stimuli (CSs), which patients may avoid or adjust (by using safety behavior). The concept of PRF, however, is broader than fear of movement or re-injury. Some patients, for instance, describe that activities/movements are only avoided or adjusted when they feel pain or other bodily sensations. This illustrates the idea that the exact nature of the CS could also be proprioceptive or interoceptive in addition to exteroceptive. A thorough analysis of the exact nature of the CS, US, and its contingencies is therefore critical to select the appropriate focus for EXP. In fact, there have been studies showing beneficial effects of interoceptive exposure targeting fear of pain by explicitly focusing on bodily sensations in patients with chronic low back pain.[^113,114] and adolescents with abdominal pain showing high fear of pain.[^115] Furthermore, certain elements of other treatment approaches could be conceptualized as interoceptive exposure as well (eg, the focus of ACT on willingness to experience thoughts, feelings, and sensations).

In addition to applying EXP in other clinical settings, there have been many developments to digitize treatments (eg, internet delivery, smartphone applications)[^116–118] or to incorporate digital technologies (eg, augmented or virtual reality [VR]). A meta-analysis showed that VR-EXP is as effective as EXP in anxiety disorders.[^119] Within the pain field, VR is currently mainly applied as a distraction technique to reduce pain,[^120,121] but there are several efforts to integrate VR into treatments (indirectly) targeting PRF.[^122] For EXP specifically, VR has some promising potentials. For instance, VR could create specific fearful contexts to maximize the mismatch between the expectancy and actual experience. VR can help create as many activities as possible with a variety of fear levels, different durations, and multiple contexts to facilitate generalization of newly learned CS-noUS associations, therewith increasing effectiveness and sustainability. Some interesting work has also been done to manipulate the visual feedback (ie, enhanced VR) and hence manipulate the perceived range of motion (eg, moving the neck).[^123,124] This would theoretically aid the perceived mismatch between expectancy and actual experience (by exaggerating the actual experience), although first findings did not show differences between VR and enhanced VR.[^125] It should be noted that there may be some important drawbacks to applying VR in EXP. For instance, explaining the use of VR as a safe way to challenge the patient’s expectations could weaken the strength of mismatch, and the immersion and inherent distraction of the VR environment may hinder the testing of expectancies and/or the conscious experience of disconfirmation. Presence of a therapist (either physically or in the VR environment) would potentially circumvent such issues.

The last consideration concerns pain education. There is broad consensus that some level of knowledge is required prior to initiating EXP, but on the other hand the education may also provide knowledge that compromises the strength of the mismatch between expectancy and actual experience. Clearly, there is a precarious balance between effectuating readiness and willingness in the patient to engage in EXP while preserving the possibility to maximize the mismatch. In this context, we may have to distinguish a biomedical education (eg, the physiatrist explaining the achievable level of functioning) from a psycho-education (eg, the psychologist explaining the rationale of EXP). Some studies have found no support for effects of a psycho-educational session,[^123] which may suggest that within the context of EXP, education should be conceptualized more as a prerequisite than an independent treatment element. Whether this is the case, and whether a distinction between biomedical and psychological education is meaningful, should be further investigated.

To conclude, the field of EXP is constantly changing, and its applications to target PRF for movements and activities are becoming well established in the context of chronic primary pain. In addition, its clinical applications are moving into new and compelling directions regarding both who is receiving EXP treatment and how the treatment is provided to even further improve functioning and hence quality of life of individuals living with persistent pain.
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